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BOAT HOOKS TESTED, PROVEN DURABLE AND RELIABLE 
 
 

Most owners don't think much about their boat hooks—until they 

break just as they're entering a slip on a windy day. Team Boat Hooks from 

Davis Instruments are tested and proven superior in punishing laboratory 

conditions. Durable and reliable, they provide boaters peace-of-mind every 

time they use these versatile tools. 

During recent testing against four other brands, the competitors' 

hooks tore, broke and even exploded when increasing weight was added. 

The Davis hook was proven to be four times stronger. It took 408kg of 

pulling force before the stake that pins it into the shaft failed—the hook 

simply would not break. 

All Davis Instruments Team Boat Hooks include the company's UV 

stabilized Lexan polycarbonate hook. It's guaranteed for l ife to be 

unbreakable. The tip has a 19mm thread to fit a deck brush, mop or other 

accessory. A high-visibility orange cap covers the threads when not needed 

and protects boat finishes when fending off. 

Another point of failure during testing was the locking mechanism. 

With increasing weight, tubes slipped and parted. This began in some 

competitors' models with a mere 29kg of pulling. The Davis locking 

mechanism withstood a grueling 154kg. 
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The boat hook tubing is made from anodized aluminum—inside and 

out—for years of corrosion-free use. A molded vinyl grip with a palm swell 

provides a sure grasp, even when wet. And if it 's dropped it in the water, it 

floats for quick retrieval. 

Lightweight, Team Boat Hooks are available in three configurations: a 

two-section model that adjusts from 140cm–240cm, and two three-section 

versions with that expand from 100cm–240cm and 140cm–370cm. They're 

easy to use. A simple twist extends the pole. Rotating in the other direction 

solidly locks the sections in place. 

From grabbing a mooring or dock line to safely fending off, Team Boat 

Hooks have a multitude of uses on board. They can even be used to brush 

the deck or waterline, pass bags of groceries, pull on a branch to reclaim a 

costly lure, or retrieve a favorite hat blown overboard. No boat should be 

without one. 

Contact Davis Instruments, 3465 Diablo Ave., Hayward, CA  94545 

USA. +1-510-732-9229; Fax: +1-510-732-9188. In Europe: Davis Marine 

Europe, Uilenkade 12, 3336 LP Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands. +31 (0)78 

6194316; Fax: +31 (0)78 6192689. euro@davisnet.com; www.davisnet.com. 


